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NEW DESTINATIONS

Setting up the Moon’s first 4G network, connecting two Audi lunar quattro
rovers to a base station in the Autonomous Landing and Navigation
Module (ALINA). Nokia, through Nokia Bell Labs, will create a space-grade
Ultra Compact Network that will be the lightest ever developed –
weighing less than one kilo
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TAKING 4G TO THE SKIES
Nokia LTE Air to Ground

World’s first and only
home-like Internet
experience on board
based on an LTE
connection to the aircraft
and Wi-Fi inside the cabin
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Smart Airports
Improved
Turnaround time

Automated Terminal Inspection

Wireless CCTV

Video Analytics
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Collision
Avoidance

NOKIA: Building the
FOUNDATION
for Today’s and
Tomorrow’s Smart Airports
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TAKING PRIVATE 4G TO THE AIRPORT
HELSINKI AIRPORT
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Operational Continuity
Operational Efficiency
Capacity
Mobility
Range – full airfield coverage
Cost Reduction
New Business Models
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Nokia 5G for Aviation
AIRPORTS

AIRLINES

• Sliced services per user group

• AOC surface communications

• Ultra reliable communication

• 5G Satellite

• Extreme Broadband slice for airlines:
AOC surface communications
• Autonomous vehicles

• Automated runway inspection
• IOT: Operation Efficiencies and
Awareness
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Copyright and confidentiality

The contents of this document are proprietary and
confidential property of Nokia. This document is
provided subject to confidentiality obligations of the
applicable agreement(s).

This document is intended for use of Nokia’s
customers and collaborators only for the purpose
for which this document is submitted by Nokia. No
part of this document may be reproduced or made
available to the public or to any third party in any
form or means without the prior written permission
of Nokia. This document is to be used by properly
trained professional personnel. Any use of the
contents in this document is limited strictly to the
use(s) specifically created in the applicable
agreement(s) under which the document is
submitted. The user of this document may
voluntarily provide suggestions, comments or other
feedback to Nokia in respect of the contents of this
document ("Feedback").
Such Feedback may be used in Nokia products and
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related specifications or other documentation.
Accordingly, if the user of this document gives Nokia
Feedback on the contents of this document, Nokia
may freely use, disclose, reproduce, license,
distribute and otherwise commercialize the
feedback in any Nokia product, technology, service,
specification or other documentation.

Nokia operates a policy of ongoing development.
Nokia reserves the right to make changes and
improvements to any of the products and/or
services described in this document or withdraw this
document at any time without prior notice.

The contents of this document are provided "as is".
Except as required by applicable law, no warranties
of any kind, either express or implied, including, but
not limited to, the implied warranties of
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose,

are made in relation to the accuracy, reliability or
contents of this document. NOKIA SHALL NOT BE
RESPONSIBLE IN ANY EVENT FOR ERRORS IN THIS
DOCUMENT or for any loss of data or income or any
special, incidental, consequential, indirect or direct
damages howsoever caused, that might arise from
the use of this document or any contents of this
document.

This document and the product(s) it describes
are protected by copyright according to the
applicable laws.

Nokia is a registered trademark of Nokia
Corporation. Other product and company names
mentioned herein may be trademarks or trade
names of their respective owners.

